SR-720B PG2
PowerG Wireless
Indoor Siren

Features that Make a Difference:
- PowerG® two-way Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum FHSS-TDMA technology - provides robustness and reliability closer than ever to wired
- Ideal for use in a wide range of private and commercial sites, including large complexes and multi story building
- 110dB Piezo siren and high-power strobe light
- Distinguishes between fire and burglar alarms, emitting a different sound for each
- Large transmission range enabling repeater-free installations
- Battery life 8 years with typical use
- Visible link quality indication shown on the device
- Double tamper protection - cover and wall tampers
- Fully enclosed electronics area

SR-720B PG2 is the ideal indoor siren for residential and light commercial buildings, where PowerMaster systems are installed. This cost effective, two-way wireless siren produces all alerts, with differentiated alarm sounds for intrusion and fire. The extremely strong siren sound and built-in high-power white strobe light ensure the alarm gets noticed

Specifications
Frequency band (MHz) .................................. USA: 915
Europe and rest of world: 433, 868
Battery type .............................................. 3.6V non rechargeable
Lithium battery
Battery life .............................................. 8 years with typical use
Sound output ........................................... .85dB@1m
Weight (including battery) ............................. 470g (16.5oz)
Operating temperature ............................... -10°C to 60°C
(-14°F to 140°F)
Operating environment ............................. Indoor
Dimensions ............................................. 161 x 161 x 50mm
(6.44 x 6.44 x 1.75in)

Complies with EN 50131-4 Type W,
EN 50131-1 Security Grade 2 and Class II

Contact Visonic for further information:
Email: info@visonic.com
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